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BENIGN NEGLECT
The draft is not going to go away. As of this writing
eleven non-registrants have been indicted. To date, three
have been sentenced, and, no matter what we would like
to believe, the public outcry is practically non-existent. So
is the response from the disarmament movement. Although it is impossible to be certain, it is a disturbing possibility that, in the interests of the lowest common denominator, the disarmament movement is willing to
"trade the freeze for the draft" (to quote Barry Lunn, head
of Draft Action).
That it is willing to trade the freeze for a build-up of
conventional arms seems increasingly clear. Carla
Johnston, the head of the Political Education Program
for the freeze writes in her organizing column in a recent
Freeze Newsletter that "both liberals and conservatives
support the freeze .... Working toward peace is patriotic.
Distinguish between those who want a strong defense and
those who misguidedly think that more nuclear weapons
provide a strong defense" (emphasis added). When push
comes to shove it is clear what will happen. If there is a
willingness to compromise on the issue of the draft, and
conventional war generally, then compromise is what we
can look forward to.
In the same issue of the Freeze Newsletter quoted
above, the editor, Carl E. Davis, has written a piece appropriately titled "Survival vs. Survival: The Nuclear
Freeze and the Black Community." Davis, who is black,
makes the point that Reagan's economic program, and
specifically its adverse impact on black unemployment, is
at least as important to black survival as the nuclear
freeze. He then goes on to calculate the number of jobs
that are lost when money is spent on arms, even while
noting that nuclear arms account for only one-tenth of the
military budget. Although he specifically reminds us that
"no change is possible without the Black and minority
communities," he does not discuss the freeze movement's
failure to address the effect of the other nine-tenths of the
military budget on Black unemployment. Given the
murky politics of the freeze, it is by no means clear that
the $20 billion saved on nuclear weapons (given a complete success for the freeze) would not be spent on conventional weapons and armies, let alone going to alleviate
the plight of Black and minority communities.

LEBANON
AFTERMATH: THE
"REAGAN PLAN"
JOE STORK AND JIM PAUL
The opening lines of the President's televised address of
September 1 were vintage Reagan. At the end of a campaign in which more than 17,000 people were killed and
nearly twice that many wounded, he declared that "today
has been a day that should make us proud." He described
the evacuation as "a peaceful step"that "could never have
been taken without the good offices of the United States·."
He declined to mention that the entire war could never
have taken place without US backing, and what former
president Jimmy Carter recently called "a green light
from Washington."•
The content of the speech, however, differed in many
important respects from most of the President's previous
statements on the subject of Palestine and Israel. It abandoned his customary simple identification with the perspectives of the Begin government, expressed as recently
as his press conference of August 13. •• On September 1,
Reagan was in fact reading a script prepared by Secretary
of State Shultz, in close consultation with Henry
Kissinger and other former government and private corporate officials. ("We have consulted with many of the
officials who were historically involved in the process,
with members of the Congress, and with individuals from
the private sector," Reagan noted.) In this speech, the
President for the first time characterized the Palestine
problem as "more than a question of refugees." It also
marked his first expression of opposition to Israeli settle.men ts in the occupied territories, which he had previously
sanctioned as "not illegal." It was, furthermore, Reagan's
first public adherence to the consensus position of formal
US policy since 1967, that a peaceful resolution must involve "an exchange of [ occupied] territory for peace."
What represents a "fresh start" for Reagan is, in its
essence, simply a restatement of the traditional US policy
of the last decade and a half, of which George Shultz is
now the custodian. The question is whether the US really
intends to press for such a settlement now that the PL_O
has been militarily dispersed: The speech might be no
more than a gesture to the Saudi, Egyptian and other
friendly Arab regimes who cooperated in getting the PLO
out of Beirut. Like the Rogers Plan of 1970, Shultz and
continued on page 2
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Kissinger. may be merely providing the appearance of
purposeful diplomatic effort while an American-backed
Israeli annexation of the West Bank and Gaza, and now
southern Lebanon, continues. Even if, this time around,
US policy makers are determined to push hard for a final
settlement, conditions of domestic and global political
disarray and economic crisis may create obstacles.
Though the speech might be little more than a political
smokescreen, there are several factors which suggest that
it is a s;rious plan of action. US policy and opinion makers
agree that Israel's invasion served US interests in weakening the political power of the PLO and promoting "a
strong central government" in Lebanon. Even the most
squeamish among them appear to share the view of the
Washington Post editors, that "Israel [is] doing a nasty
job that almost every other nation, including the United
~tates, wanted done, but did not have the heart to do itself." This service, however, was not cost-free. It required
prolonged and overt US support that exposes the collaboration and weakness of Arab regimes friendly to the US.
By sharply reducing the material strength of the PLO,
Israel has provided the US with the opportunity to push
for a settlement that can satisfy the minimal demands of
the Arab states, re-establish Jordanian sovereignty over
the Palestinians and secure official Arab recognition
of Israel.
While the US has no desire to alter its military strategic
relationship with Israel, it also has no emotional or
strategic stake· in continued Israeli rule over all of the occupied territories. Potential US leverage over Israel, in
terms of military and economic aid, is now at an unprecedented level, and will only increase as Israel seeks additional assistance to cover the billions of dollars spent on
this war. The ferocity and scope of the war have paradoxically weakened the likud government, both in Israel and
internationally. Israel's continued entanglement in
Lebanon will pose a further drain on Begin's political
strength.
Post-war Lebanon may also turn out to be another
point of conflict between the US and Israel. The Israelis
have already begun to penetrate the country economically.
Their exports to Lebanon were $4 million in July, and
jumped to $7 million in the first two weeks of August.
This could easily bring them into direct competition with
Lebanese merchants and bankers, many of whom are important supporters of the Phalange Party. The late Bashir
Gemayel, formerly the militia leader of this fascist organization, was elected president on August 23 by a small
majority of an unrepresentative parliament whose term
had long expired. Gemayel used his gunmen to round up
enough parliament members to meet-just barely-the
necessary quorum. If Phalangist rule is to rebuild the
Lebanese state and revive its commercial and financial
ties with the conservative Arab states, it will have to distance itself from the Israelis, strengthen economically its
social base, and reach some accord with the Muslim communities. This might be, very difficult to arrange with
Bank Leumi and El Al offices in Beirut and Sidon, and
with the sort of "peace treaty" that Begin and Sharon

are ms1stmg upon. Secretary of State Shultz has indicated that the US would not support "a peace treaty that
is signed at the point of a gun."
The most important feature of the US plan is that it
articulates the shared interests and perceptions of government and corporate leaders in this country and among
its Western allies. Unlike other administration policies,
such as the Soviet gas pipeline or military strategy in the
Persian Gulf, this plan represents a powerful consensus.
Its kind reception even by some major Jewish organizations in the US, and its potential constituency within Israel itself, indicate that the Begin government will have a
difficult time derailing it.
The Israeli government's fierce rejection of the plan has
obscured the extent to which this plan represents pressure
on the Arab states, and particularly Jordan. They are assigned the role of enforcing a resolution of the conflict
with Israel, with Jordan taking direct responsibility for
governing the Palestinians, without meeting the minimal
Palestinian demand for self-determination. The US plan,
in other words, calls on the Arab states to restore permanently their relationship with the Palestinians as it
existed prior to 1967, notwithstanding the enormous
political, economic and social changes that have occurred
over those fifteen years. The first step in this process,
aligning all the Arab states (except Libya) behind a proposed peace agreement with Israel, occurred at the Arab
summit in Fez, Morocco, in early September. PLO political leverage in the Arab arena, a consequence of the contract between Palestinian resistance and Arab collusion,
forced the Arab states at Fez to maintain the demand for
a Palestinian state and reassert the position of the PLO
as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people. The next step will likely involve joint Arab state
pressure on the PLO to designate King Hussein as a representative of Palestinian . interests in negotiations with
Washington.
Israel's invasion of Lebanon, and its immediate aftermath, marks an important watershed in the long struggle
for Palestinian rights. It is a setback of grave proportions
to the Palestinian and Lebanese in its immediate physical
consequences. The potential shifts and realignments
among various political and social forces in the region as
a result of the war are impossible to estimate at this juncture. What is important is that in Lebanon and the occupied territories these struggles will continue at an intense
level, and will have a sharp impact on developments
throughout the region in this next period.
Postscript
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It may never be possible to know who killed Bashir
Gemayel. No one had more blood on his hands from the
last eight years of civil war than the president-elect. His
many enemies cut across the range of political and sectarian divisions in Lebanon. The circumstances and scale of
the attack suggest that it involved at least the cooperation
of some elements within his Phalange Party.
The more pertinent question is not who killed Gemayel,
but who stands to benefit. The Israeli conquest of Lebanon
continued on paJle 7.

THE
"ARGENTINIZATION"
OF THE U.S.
C.P.OTERO
What the immense majority of humaninty can see is
not too pretty. Is this because plundering end-of-the
century capitalism can only treat human beings of "the
metropolis" like human beings?
It is in this context that a recent prediction turns out
to be especially significant and credentials of the one
who made it could not be better for apologists of
capitalism. I refer to one of the most eminent exalters
of the virtues of the economic system based on freedom
to buy and sell in a supposed "market" that always
allows the powerful to win. I am referring to Professor
Paul Samuelson, author of one of the best selling text
books of all time, Nobel Prize winner in economics and,
judging from his title, one of the twelve most·
distinguished professors of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), one of the most prestigious
universities in the world.
Samuelson's ominous prediction, which seems to
have taken the distinguished listeners of the Academy of
Arts and Sciences by suprise, is this: whoever wants to
glimpse what end-of-the-century capitalism will be in
the U.S. should fix his gaze not on the Scandinavian
countries, but on Argentina.
Is it to be supposed that there were not many social
democrats in the audience (eurocommunists or others).
It would have been especially painful for some of them
to find out that at least a few scholars of capitalism who
know something about what is going on are not
deluding themselves.
What is most disturbing is that another of the twelve
most distinguished professors at MIT, who disagrees
with S;lmuelson on almost everything, thinks exactly the
same thing. With a minor difference: the substitution of <
Brazil for Argentina. This is the opinion of Noam
Chomsky, who not only does not have right-wing
credentials, to the contrary he has excellent anarchist
credentials. But the hues (Argentina? Brazil?) matter
little,. at least in the context of social-democrat illusions.
In either case we are dealing with what Chomsky and
economist Edward Herman identify as "capitalist
subfascism" in their 1979 study The Political Economy
of Human Rights. Interestingly, Betram Gross (one of
the key elaborators of the Employment Act of 1946 and
the so-called Full Employment Act of 1978), titles his
·recent book on "the new face of power in America"
Friendly Fascism, which could be translated as
"democratic fascism"_:fascism without a dictator and
without the glorification of the State typical of Italian,
German or Japanese fascism of 50 years ago, but with
profound similarities to that fascism, among them an
extraordinarily sophisticated methodology of technical
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and political manipulation.
The "Latin Americanization" of the U.S. is not a
new idea. It was spelled out quite a while ago (for
example, in a voluminous study of ''the power of
multinational corporations,'' that is, transnationals,
published in 1974 under the title Global Reach). It was
easy to see even a decade ago that the tracks of the
globalization of oligopoly capitalism would never pass
near the sanctuary wherein the relics of the American
Dream (may it rest in peace) are venerated. Nor was it
long before the train was delayed in t!!e station of the
Yankee Nightmare: recession with inflation (an
impossible combination, the experts said). The
university graduate who searches for the proverbial
needle in the employment haystack is no longer
exclusive to India or Spain, nor are the unemployed,
dispossessed of all dignity and hope. What is more, the
Brazilian Northeast always had its cQUnterpart in
Appalachia, a region exploited and despoiled but not
"developed," despite being situated in "the
metropolis.''
If one looks closely, it was the tracks of the Kennedy
Administration that were passing through the Reagan
White House. In fact, the much boasted novelties of
Reagan and his bovs have a marked familial air with
those of the "New Frontier," apart from the differences
of style and the degree of dissimulation, unecessary
when the Yankee Nightmare has made us forget the
preceeding dreams. Their recourses are the same: an
increase in international tension so that the cries of
alarm announcing the coming of the Bogeyman are not
shouted down a well, since the majority that does not
fear the Bogeyman might want to let itself be fleeced.
What is essential for the "conservative republican"
Reagan, as for the "liberal democrat" Kennedy, is to be
able to carry out a massive transfer of the resources of
the majority to a super-priviledged mini-minority. In
this, what extends from the "liberal" extreme to the
"conservative" extreme in the U.S. becomes manifest.
As usual, the political terms are deceptive. And nothing
more deceptive than to apply the term "conservative"
to the program of the Reagan Administration, which is
infinitely more "liberal" than Kennedy's (in the sense
this term has when applied to Kennedy policy, which is
not identical to its meaning in his rhetoric). Suffice it to
say that Reagan proposes to increase military spending
181 billion dollars in five years, while the increase from
1965 to 1970, due to the war in Vietnam, did not reach
60 billion (in today's dollars). Moreover, some of the
consequences of that increase (only one third of the
current one) are still perceptible (from that dust comes
this mud). And it would not be too much to recall that
in 1965 the United States had 1.7 percent inflation, and
in 1970 it was around 6 percent. Finally there has ~een a
lot of talk that inflation has descended, instead of risen,
under the Reagan Administration, but the most recent
figures do not confirm that tendency. Let time take its
time.
All things considered, not even the Reagan train is
continued on page !

THE INTELLIGENCE
IDENTITIES
PROTECTION ACT
Interview with Noam Chomsky
The Intelligence Identities Protection Act became law
this year after more than/our years of Congressional consideration. The Act criminalized "the unauthorized disclosure of information identifying certain United States
intelligence officers, agents, informants, and sources, .. "
even if the information disclosed is already public. Thus
the law prohibits more than just "naming names•:· exactly how much more has been the focus of Congressional
and national media debate. The Act is explicitly aimed
at publications such as Counterspy and Covert Action
Information Bulletin (CAIBJ, both of which have focussed on the covert activities of the US intelligence estab /ishmen t.
The long delay in passing the measure was due to the
fact that the Constitution does not make a distinction
between the "responsible" press and the "irresponsible"
press. Proponents of the Act had considerable difficulty
in drafting this distinction into a Constitutional form; although, since the overwhelming majority of both houses
of Congress supported the intelligence establishments
claim that the exposure of agents poses a threat to national security, the debate was technical rather than substantive. (For those interested in the Constitutional issues, excellent analyses have been written by lawyers as
well as by civil rights organizations).
After researching its legislative history last year, I
realized that in order to determine its possible range of
application, as well as to explain. its historical genesis, any
analysis of the Act had to go beyond the abstractions of
''free speech" and "national security, " which had been
the rhetorical currency of the Congressional and media
debate. To better understand the historical and political
context in which the Act appeared (along with a number
of other measures like the Presidents new executive
order on classification and the restriction of the Freedom
of Information Act), I turned to Professor Noam Chomsky who gave the interview which Jol/ows.
Although its has been in effect /or six months, the Act
has not yet been tested. Both Counterspy and CAIB have
continued to publish although the latter has dropped its
"Naming Names" column. This indicates to me, even
more than the arbitrary and open-ended language of the
Act itself, that the purpose of it is not restricted to "the
abusers of free speech." On the contrary, the Act represents a preventative instrument which will be held in reserve until a situation arises, perhaps similar to the publication of the Pentagon Papers, which cannot be controlled through the usual system of, to use Professors
Chomsky and Herman's term, "brainwashing under
freedom." (fhe Washington Connection and Third
World Fascism /Boston: South End Press, 1979}, p. 66).
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How do you view the Intelligence Identities Protection
Act in terms of the current political situation: the new
cold war?
First of all, speaking rather narrowly and to the most
specific point, the bill is a direct attack on the First
Amendment. I think there can be no question about
that. It aims to penalize free expression, the use of
public sources; and if such an act is passed in Congress
and holds up in the courts, that in itself will be a very
significant step toward the gradual destruction of the
system of democratic liberties that is based ultimately
on the Bill of Rights. I find it hard to believe that this
would hold up in the courts, but we'll see.
More generally, I think the Act should be regarded as
a threat,_ not only to CounterSpy, but to all of the
media, and the articulate intelligentsia as a whole. The
context to consider is that which developed out of the
Vietnam War-the immediate context. During and after
the Vietnam War there was a great deal of outrage
among mainstream, elite circles over the fact that the
media had, to a very slight extent, deviated from their
general subservience to the state ideological system. One
should emphasize that theis deviation was extremely
small; the media, to the very end, continued to accept
the basic framework of government propaganda with
complete loyalty. So, for example, I've never found a
case where anyone in the media, or for that matter in
scholarship, has described the American invasion of
Vietnam as what it was: American aggression, an
American invasion of South Vietnam. It was certainly
that in 1962, ·when the U.S. Air Force began the
bombing of South Vietnam, then extending to a fullscale invasion a couple of years later, finally to the rest
of Indochina.
In fact to the very end of the war, the media. both in
their news reporting and in their editorial comment,
accepted the basic framework of government
propaganda. Virtually the only question that was raised
was the question of tactics: '"Can we win or can't we
win?" By early 1968, substantial business circles had
turned against the war, and had decided that it probably
was no longer worthwhile. Shortly after that, segments
of the press also very timidly raised similar questions.
That's the extent of the deviation.
On the other hand, there was very good reporting.
There are a lot of foreign correspondents who are real
professionals, and they just described what they saw
happening in Vietnam. That was important and
significant-and very threatening to people in power.
By the early Seventies, and since, there was a great
deal of concern expressed over the fact that the press has
a degree of independence, for example, in the Trilateral
Commission report on the "Crisis of Democracy."•
Their description seems to me almost hysterical in its
accuracy. What they say is that the press has emerged as
a new force of national power antagonistic to the state,
and that unless the press begins to behave responsibly it
will be necessary to find some way to control or
constrain it. That's the liberal side of the establishment,
that point of view.

To take another case, there was quite a remarkable
study, published by Freedom House, a two-volume
study written by Peter Braestrup**, who had been a
journalist in Vietnam. The purpose of this book was to
demonstrate, in effect, that the press had lost the war.
the press, by mis-reporting the Tet offensive, had
undermined the American war effort. And the question
arouse, "What should we do about this? How should
we prevent the press from undermining national policy,
and from acting as traitors" ... and so on.
The commentary on the book was itself quite
interesting. For example, John Roche, who is the
Academic Dean of the Fletcher School at Tufts
. University, wrote an ecstatic commentary. He described
the book as one of the major works of scholarship of
the past quarter century, and said that it should spark a
congressional investigation into the behavior of the
press. Even what might be called "critical" reviews
regarded it as a credible exposure and indictment of how
the press had misinformed the public, and had
contributed to undermining American policy.
Well, actually I wrote a long review of the book.
Parts of it appeared in MORE, the alternative
journalism review [June 19781, and the whole article
appeared in Race and Class [vol. , No. 1, 1978]. I did
the obvious thing. There's one volume of analysis and
one volume of documents: I compared the analysis with
the documents, and the first thing I discovered was the
Baestrup had fabricated much of his evidence. He
claimed that things were said that weren't said. He
seriously misrepresented his own documentary
evidence, and omitted much relevant evidence. So it's
hardly a work of scholarship.
More interesting, however, is the nature of Baestrop's
critique of the press. His critique of the press was that it
was too pessimistic. That's what the treachery was. In
other words, he never considered the question ... , in
fact it probably didn't occur to him to do so ... whether
the press did or did not accept the basic premises of
government policy. Of course it did. If you read his own
documents and relevant. documentation that he
excluded, what you find is that the press, almost
without exception, accepted the assumption of
government policy. When American troops were
destroying villages in South Vietnam, for example, the
press described that as "defense" of South Vietnam.
That's the way it wnet consistently. So the essence of
Braestrup's criticism is that it is not enough for the press
to accept government propaganda slavishly, they also
have to be optimistic and upbeat about it. That's the
criticism.
Well all right, that may be enough in itself, but if we
take a step further, we ask: By what criteria was the
press too pessimistic? The obvious standard is the
internal analysis given by the government-and we
know about those. A number of them appear in the
Pentagon Papers, for example. If you look at them you
discover that the press was more optimistic than the
government was itself. The CIA analyses. intelligence
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analyses, were considerably more pessimistic than the
press. The government was putting on a bold face
publicly, and the press, as usual, was repeating anything
the government said as Gospel truth.
But the government had to be more in touch with the
realities of the war?
The press was reacting to the public image presented
by the government. They didn't know about the internal
image, or, if they did, they supressed it. So the fact is,
the Freedom House criticism, which according to Roche
should inspire a congressional investigation, amounted
to saying that the media, though completely servile in
their acceptance of the framework of government
propaganda, were not sufficiently optimistic-even
though they were more optimistic than the government
was itself. That's the nature of the criticism.
The fact that an organization like Freedom House, or
the liberal press, can regard that as a criticism of the
press, shows how constrained and limited is the press'
sense of its own independence. I'm now taking the
strongest case for the claim that the press was free and
independent, the very example selected by the critics to
prove their case. And even this case collapsed when we
look at the facts of the matter. We find quite a
different story.
Still, the fact is that the very small degree of
independence that was shown, minimal though it was,
was regarded as too much of a th.reat to established
power. Through the 1970's there have been continuing
attemts to try to overcome the minimal, limited degree
of independence that appeared to be developing.
This has been true not only with regard to the press.
It is just a part of a much more general effort to
overcome what people now call the "Vietnam
syndrome," that is, the fact that large parts of the
population escaped from the control of the ideological
system-which is very threatening and dangerous. A
parallel threat is the "crisis of democracy"-the fact
that large parts of the population became politically
mobilized and active-which is again quite
unacceptable. The liberal wing of the establishment's
concept of democracy is that the population must be
passive and obedient, occasionally coming forth to vote.
Much of the propaganda effort of the
1970's-including, for example, the Carter "human
rights" campaign-has been an attempt to try to
overcome these maladies, the "Vietnam syndrome" and
the "crisis of democracy," and in particular, to
constrain the limited degree of press freedom that did in
fact begin to materialize as a result of popular
movements in the country
How does the Intelligence Identities Protection Act fit
into that effort?
It is just another step in this process. It simply poses a
very clear and explicit threat to free expression, which
will be understood by the media, by the intelligentsia, as
a warning. If they go too far, then the force of the state
will be used to crush them. this is very consistent with
the entire draft of the Reagan administration policy. It
continued on page 6

is described as "conservative," but that's a gross
falsification. There's little that is conservative about
Reagan's policy-not his economic policy or his social
policy. His economic policies involve a program of
considerable expansion of, in effect, the state sector of
the economy; namely, the state-guaranteed market for
high technology production, which is the Pentagon
system. Also corresponding to that are increasing state
controls and interference in the lives of individual
citizens. It would be more accurate to describe the
Reagan administration's policy as proto-fascist, rather
than conservative.
Apart from the vindictiveness of picking on
CounterSpy, I think that the agent identification act
should be understood as a symbolic gesture towards
building up the system of state power-which is to
coerce, control, and constrain the behavior and
expression of private citizens who are not sufficiently
obedient to the prevailing system of ideology, or who
actually..... may act through the political system to
challenge it, creating a '' crisis of democracy.''
There are several contradictions in the agent identities
bill that I wondered if you would comment on. One is
that it defines "covert agent" in such a broad way as to
include people in the press, academics, businesspeople,
foreigners, etc. So it seems to me that the bill actually
formally defines as state operators ·people who are in,
well it used to be called "civil society." In other words,
one of the e~fective ways that people who work for the

CIA-through the New York Times or at MIT
[Massachuseets
Institute
of
Technology]-have
operated is to say, "I'm just working on my own as a
private citizen. I have no connection with them." By
establishing this legal connection, the bill seems to
formally extend the state in the way that you are talking
about.
I think again there's a much more general context.
.Business and corporations have a love/hate relationship
with the state. And there is a real contradiction there.
On the one hand, they don't want a state which is so
powerful that it acts as a competitor or constrains their
freedom of action. On the other hand, they want a state
which is powerful enough to repress dissent, to control
foreign countries in their interest, and to organize the
market._ There have always been initiatives within the
business community to increase and centralize the
..powers of the state in their interests, and also to cut
down and weaken the state in their interests. There is
never any solution to how to deal with this problem,
because it is contradictory.
This shows up very clearly among people who call
themselves "conservatives." They want a powerful and
violent state to · 1 ~e instrumentally. On the other hand,
they don't want the state to be engaged in, say social
welfare programs. They don't want the state to interfere
with their prerogatives and their wealth-but they do
want the state to enhance their power. To try to create a
state which will meet both these conditions is not very
easy, and I think this is a case in point. In a state
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capitalist society like ours, there is of course no sharp
separation between the "state" and "civil society."
Infiltration, provocation, control and coercion have
long been a part of the relation of the state to the
citizens-increasingly so since World War II. And I
think that we are facing another step.
The sections of the bill you mention presuppose that
the state has the right to infiltrate, and to work secretly
within the civil society, the institutions of civil society.
At least as I read the bill, it states that, for example, if I
discover, in an organization that I'm part of, that there
are government infiltrators, it is illegal for me to expose
them. I mean, not only is the state allowed to infiltrate
and send agent provocateurs into my organization, but
I'm not allowed to expose them. This is no small thing.
During the Sixties, a good deal of the violence and
provocation that was attributed to the anti-war
movement was in fact directly traceable to government
agents who were infiltrated into organizations, and
ordered to provoke violence. You knew right away that
if there was somebody in your organization who was
saying, "Let's off the cops," and so on, they were
probably going to show up as a government witness in
the next trial. And in fact, every serious organization
learned how to try to separate out people who were
encouraging violence and irrational action, because
there was a very high probability that they would be the
government agents. And of course if they could be
discovered, they would be exposed. Well, the current
legislation makes it illegal to expose them. So they're
permitted to interfere with your organizations, and to
put you under surveillance, and to work their· way into
your defense team if you're in a court case, and so on,
and you're not allowed to expose them. Now that's a
new step, a significant step, towards increasing the
power of the state to onterfers with, and control
political activity. It's another step towards the general
"Brazilianization" of American socoety, which
increases the power of the coercive state in the state
capitalist mix.
How much importance should we place on analyzing the
contradictions or the struggles between different
factions within the ruling class? For instance, often it's
talked about in terms of the financial capital of the East
versus the Sunbelt new industrial captial. Is this bill
itself a weapon to be used by the newly dominant
faction against . ..
The Eastern liberals?
Right.
There may be something to that. I think there have
been valuable insights from that kind of work, by Carl
Oglesby, Mike Klare, Kirkpatrick Sale, and others. On
the other hand, I don't think they would push that kind
of analysis too far, and I don't think anybody else
should either. The interactions and connections between
these groups within the ruling class are rather tight, and
while one can maybe identify tendencies, and maybe
one can discover conflicts on an analytical level, I'm not
convinced how much it means with regard to the real
problem.
continued

Noam C h o m s k y - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

• Carter was responding to questions about the briefing he received after the June 6 invasion from national security adviser
William Clark: "The only thing I can say is that the word I got
from very knowledgeable people in Israel is that 'we have a green
light from Washington.'" ( Washington Post, August 21) Secretary of State Shultz, when asked about Carter's statement, said
"My understanding is that the US government was not informed
and the US government was and is on record as having opposed
that invasion." The State Department press office, when asked
by MERIP, was unable to cite a single official US statement
opposing the Israeli invasion, as contrasted to general remarks
"deploring the rising cycle of violence" and the like. The closest
thing to the official position of opposition that the press officer
could cite was US support, very temporary as it turned out, for
UN Security Council Resolution 509 calling for an immediate
Israeli withdrawal.

Given the fact that this bill is likely to pass, and given
the fact that the bill is written so very arbitrarily, how is
it going to affect your work?
This kind of legislation, and the whole system that it
represents, will suceed to the extent that people submit
to it. Now take the McCarthy period, I mean the socalled "McCarthy period," a very misleading term
because it had its origins in the programs of the liberals
of the Truman administration, but let's refer to it by
that name. That was very effective in stilling dissenting
opinion and creating a subservient population, and
leaving the way free to people with power to exercise it
in whatever way, however violently they wished. A large
part of its success was due simply to the collapse of the
opposition, the unwillingness to face up to it.
Bills of this sort, or what they represent, can only be
combatted by popular movements that are willing to
face them directly, to disregard them, to struggle against
them, to continue the work of exposure and activism
that's necessary. You don't win your rights because
somebody writes it down in a law, and you don't lose
your rights because somebody writes it down in a law.
You win your rights by struggle, and you maintain your
rights by struggle.

•• According to the Washington Post account of August 14,
"When a reporter noted that Israel was the invader of Lebanon,
Reagan shot back, •Are they the invaders or are the PLO the invaders? The PLO was literally a government and an armed force
in another nation and beholden in no way to that other nation,
which was one of the reasons why you didn't hear more protest
from the Lebanese government about the Israeli presence' "
(emphasis added).
Joe Stork and Jim Paul are editors of MERIP Reports. Danny
Reachard provided research assistance. This article was excerpted from "The War in Lebanon," which appears in the
September-October issue of M ERiP Reports. ME RIP has been
the recipient of several Resist grants.

*M. Croaier, S. Huntington and J. Watanuki, The Crisis of
Democracy: Report on the Governability of Democracies to
the Trilateral Commission, New York University Press, 1975.
**Peter Braestrup, Big Story: How the American Press and
Television Reported and Interpreted the Crisis of Tet 1968 in
Vietnam and Washington, 2 Volumes, Praeger, 1977.

The "Argentinization" - - - - - - - - - - - - - safe from derailment. The apologists of the State who
offer prescriptions to cure the sickness they call ''the
ungovernability of democracy'' know this better than
anyone else. The plans of the elite headed by Reagan,
like the subplans of the sub-elites headed by subReagan' s, require apathy and indifference on the part of
their "subjects," and the "subjects" are starting to
show signs that they are emerging from their lethargy.
Will they rediscover in time what the Polish
"Solidarity" rediscovered even on the other side of the
Iron Curtain? All the elites in the world are paper tigers
for the majority organized in solidarity, as the
revolutionaries of the CNT and the UGT knew half a
century ago.

Noam Chomsky is a member of the Resist board. This
interview was conducted in January of 1982 and originally
appeared in CounterSpy 6/3 (1982):27-31 (PO Box 674, Ben
Franklin Station, Washington, DC 20044). It appears here
with a new introduction by Dave Schaller who also conducted
the original interview.

Lebanon-----------------was designed in part to install Gemayel finally at the head
of the Lebanese state. Over the latter part of the summer,
internal Lebanese an.d regional Arab political considerations had led Gemayel to take some distance from Israel,
particularly on the questions of a peace treaty and the
future status of Israel's client, Major Saad Haddad.
Gemayel's stance was supported by Washington, which
seemed to be defining for him a political orbit that was
not identical to the one plotted in Jerusalem. Gemayel's
murder provided Israel with the pretext to occupy west
Beirut within 24 hours. Israeli troops attacked the forces
of the Lebanese National Movement and surrounded the
Palestinian refugee camps. Rightwing Lebanese militia
have moved in to "purify" the capital in a manner similar to their treatment of the population in the south. In
the context of the US peace plan announced on September
I, Israel will use its expanded occupation of Lebanon to
shift attention away from its continued annexation of
the W~st Bank. For Lebanon, this latest development
could well be the decisive blow to its reconstitution as a
nation-state.

C.P. Otero is a professor of linguistics at UCLA and a
member of the Resist board. He is the editor of a recently
published collection of essays by Noam Chomsky, Radical
Priorities (Black -Rose Books, 1981). The above article
originally appeared in El Viejo Topo under the title, "La
argentinizacion de EE. UU.," and suggests an interesting
context in which to view the interview with Noam Chomsky
also appearing in this issue. The translation was done by Eric
Schultz of the Central America Information Office.
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GRANTS

ADDITIONAL GRANTS
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE/WEST (85 Carl St., San
Francisco, CA 94117).
UNITED LABOR UNIONS (100 Mass. Ave., Boston,
MA02115).
MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION
PROJECT (MERIP, PO Box 1247 Cathedral Station,
New York, NY 10025).
PEACE EDUCATION PROJECT (1185 Edinboro
Drive, Boulder, CO 80303).
COALITION FOR REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM
(Box 465, 1104 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA
02215).
EVERYDAY THEATER (3437 Mt. Pleasant St. NW,
Washington, DC 20010).

VERMONT PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH
GROUP (VPIRG, 43 State St., Montpelier, VT 05602).
An emergency grant went to this group in August when

they discovered that shipments of radioactive waste
were being secretly transported through the' state.
Uncovering this information was the result of some
good investigative research on VPIRG's part, coupled
with some timely tip-offs. Although VPIRG uncovered
the information one month after the transportation of
these wastes from Canada to North Carolina had
begun, it took two to three weeks of press conferneces
and lobbying before the governor agreed to halt the
shipments. Resist's grant was used to cover printing
costs of a packet sent to the 58 towns along the shipping
corridor. This packet contained information on local
rights, a fact sheet on nuclear waste storage, a model
town ordinance for control of nuclear waste.shipments,
detailed information on the content of the shipments,
and a copy of the NRC regulations regarding shipments
of radioactive wastes. VPIRG tells us that many of these
towns will be passing ordinances at town meetings in
March restricting transportation of radioactive wastes
through their communities. In addition, about a dozen
communities along the corridor have already written
letters of protest to the state Agency of Environmental
Action.

JOBS
RESIST is now accepting resumes and writing samples
for a staff position available spring/summer 1983.
Salary will be approximately $6.00/hr for a 30-40 hour
work week. Benefits include full health insurance .and 3
weeks paid vacation. Commitment to anti-imperialist
and feminist politics is a must. Background in
journalism is highly desirable as is a willingness to write
and type. The job involves primary responsibility for
the newsletter in addition to fundraising, bookkeeping
and general office work.
INTERNSHJP position available at Resist. Minimum
committment of 5 hours/wk. through spring 1983. Send
resume and cover letter by December 15, 1982.
WRITERS: Resist is now accepting articles and book
reviews for the newsletter. Manuscripts should be 1,0004,000 words typed and double spaced. Please include an
SASE if you wish to have your manuscript returned.

PRESENTE (Catholics for Peace and Justice, 415 Sixth
St., Tucson, AZ 85701)
Founded in October 1981 by Catholics for Peace and
Justice, Presente serves as a focal point for action on
human rights issues in the Tucson area. The center
works on a broad range of concerns from human rights
violations in Central America, to lack of health care
programs for the poor, to the military presence in
Tucson. The city is the home of the Tucson Tactical Air
Command Air Force Base, the largest aircraft storage
depot in the world, and is surrounded by a ring of 17
Titan land based missiles. Labor issues are an important
concern in the area as well. Many people are employed
in the mining and farming industries and there are large
numbers of migrant laborers and immigrants from
Mexico. Labor unions are traditionally weak because of
the Arizona "right to work" laws . Programs at Presente
include publication of a quarterly newsletter, a speakers
bureau which covers such subjects as women and justice, world hunger and US Christians, and justice for
northern Ireland. They show slide shows on conscientious objection, the nuclear arms race, El Salvador, and
a diversity of hunger related issues. The center is in the
process of making Spanish translations of the sound
tracks for these shows in order to reach the large (20% ),
and mostly Catholic, Hispanic population in Tucson.
Resist's grant will pay for a slide projector.

'MERIP
REPORTS
Special Issue: War in Lebanon
For more than a decade, MERIP Reports has provided the most incisive coverage of Middle East
developments and 1, JS policy there. With this special
issue, MERIP's network of researchers and comispondents bring you clear, well-documented accounts of the events that shatttered the sumnmr of
1982.

• Reports from Washi•~~l~n. ~in.it. fon1sale111 and
the West Bank
• Noam Chomskv on the disarmament mm·,mmnt
and the· invasion
• Eyewitness act:ounts and exclusive photos
· This special double issue, regularly S4 , is {am with a
new subscription to MERIP Reports. Fors 16.!15, you
get a full yearl9 issues! oft he one magazine esstmlial
for utidtfrstanding the Mi~dle East and LIS polic.v
pl • s this special issue.
I enclose $16.95 for a ytmr's subscription.
Send me your special double issue h'etl.
I enclose $4 plus 70 cents postage and
handling for MERI P's new dJ,tuhle issue, \\'ar
in Ltihanon.
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